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Valence Sensitivity in Pamirian Past-tense Inflection: 
A Realizational Analysis1  

 
Gregory Stump, Andrew Hippisley 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 
A richly articulated theory of morphology makes it possible to localize the differences 
between related languages in a precise and explicit way. Here, we propose a formal 
synchronic analysis of the past-tense auxiliary in the Pamir languages; we argue that the 
different kinds of valence sensitivity observable in the morphosyntax of this auxiliary in 
different Pamir languages are reducible to differences in a particular domain of their 
morphological architecture. Following STUMP 2001, we assume an inferential-realizational 
framework for inflectional morphology—INFERENTIAL (rather than LEXICAL) in that it 
attributes complex morphological structures to the application of morphological rules rather 
than to the syntactic combination of lexically listed morphemes; REALIZATIONAL (rather 
than INCREMENTAL) in that it treats an inflected word's association with its morphosyntactic 
property set as a precondition for (rather than as a consequence of) its morphological 
formation. In particular, we assume that a language's morphological system includes 
 
• property cooccurrence restrictions, which define the structure of inflectional 

paradigms by specifying how grammatical characteristics may intersect within each of a 
paradigm's cells; 

• rules of exponence, which associate a cell's grammatical characteristics with particular 
aspects of its phonological realization; and 

• rules of referral, which link cells (belonging to the same paradigm or to different 
paradigms) that are systematically alike in their phonological realization. 

 
We argue that in the Pamir languages (East Iranian),1 the morphosyntax of the past-tense 
auxiliary is regulated by a property cooccurrence restriction and a rule of referral which are 
shared across these languages, and that the different kinds of valence sensitivity that the 
past-tense auxiliary exhibits in these languages is purely an effect of differences in their 
systems of rules of exponence. We begin by identifying three types of valence sensitivity 
and the manner in which they are exhibited in four representative members of the Pamir 
language group (section 2.). We then propose a formal account of this sensitivity to valence 
in each of the four languages (section 3.); to our knowledge, this is the first attempt at a 
formal comparative analysis of these facts. We summarize our conclusions in section 4.  
                                                                          
1 An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Third International Conference on Iranian Linguistics, 
University of Paris 3 - Sorbonne Nouvelle, September 11-13, 2009; we thank the audience at this event for helpful 
comments. We are also grateful to Agnes Korn for a number of suggested improvements. 
1 The Pamir languages are spoken in southeastern Tajikistan and adjoining regions of Afghanistan, Pakistan and 
China; in spite of their geographical proximity, it is not clear that they constitute a genetic subgroup. For 
discussion of the genetic relations among the Pamir languages and their relatedness to other East Iranian 
languages, see WENDTLAND 2009. 
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2. Valence sensitivity in the past-tense auxiliary in four Pamir languages 
 
In the Pamir languages, past-tense verb inflection exhibits a range of peculiarities tied to a 
vestigial pattern of partial ergativity. These languages are POST-ERGATIVE: while none still 
exhibits a robust system of partial ergativity (all are basically accusative), many retain 
vestiges of ergativity in their systems of case marking and/or verb agreement. These 
languages exhibit many similarities in verb inflection: present-tense verbs inflect 
synthetically with suffixal exponents of subject agreement, as in the Shughni examples in 
(1a,b); past-tense verbs, by contrast, inflect periphrastically through the use of a second-
position auxiliary clitic expressing subject agreement together with a participial verb form, 
as in (1c,d).  
 
(1) Shughni      
 a. Present intransitive b. Present transitive
  Wuz wirāfc-um. Wuz kud win-um.
  I stand-1SG I dog see-1SG
  "I stand up." "I see a dog."
    
 c. Past intransitive d. Past transitive
  Wuz=um wirūv-d. Wuz=um kud wīn-t.
  I=1SG stand-PAST.PPLE I=1SG dog see-PAST.PPLE 
  "I stood up." "I saw a dog."
 
Notwithstanding these similarities, a number of differences in verb inflection emerge upon 
closer inspection of these languages. Here, we focus on four representatives: Yazgulyam, 
Bartangi, Shughni, and Oroshori.2 These four languages exhibit the present-tense agreement 
suffixes in (2) and the past-tense auxiliary clitics in (3). In all four languages, the past-tense 
auxiliary clitics used with intransitive verbs are syncretic with the present-tense clitic forms 
of the copula (PAYNE 1980:171); the Shughni examples in (4) illustrate. In three of these 
languages, the auxiliary clitics used with transitive verbs deviate from those used with 
intransitive verbs in the shaded portions of (3); this is one of the vestiges of partial 
ergativity in these languages, a reflection of the fact that at one time, the case of an 
intransitive verb's subject and that of a transitive verb's subject differed in the past tense.3 
 
(2) Present-tense agreement suffixes in four Pamir languages
  a. Yazgulyam   b. Bartangi c. Shughni d. Oroshori 
  SG PL  SG PL SG PL SG PL 
 1  -in -əm  -um -an -um -ām -um -an
 2  -ay -it  -i/—4 -at/-af 5 -i -et — -at/-af 
 3 -t/-d 6 -an  -t/-d -an -t/-d -en -t/-d -an

                                                                          
2 ĖDEL’MAN 1966, 2000 are important sources of information for Yazgulyam; KARAMXUDOEV 1973 for 
Bartangi; DODYXUDOEVA 1988 for Shughni; and KURBANOV 1976 for Oroshori.  
3 See PAYNE 1980 for a detailed discussion of these facts as evidence of decaying ergativity in the Pamir 
languages; see also HIPPISLEY / STUMP 2010 for related discussion of the alternative trajectories toward full 
accusativity in these languages. 
4 Lack of an exponent here is a characteristic of the Basidi dialect of Bartangi (PAYNE 1980:164). 
5 The -at and -af affixes appear to operate in free variation in Bartangi and Oroshori. The variation has no 
relevance to our discussion.  
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(3) Past-tense auxiliary clitics in four Pamir languages 
  a. Yazgulyam b. Bartangi
  Intransitive  Transitive* Intransitive Transitive 
  SG PL SG PL SG PL SG PL 
 1 =əm =an =əm =an =um =an =um =an 
 2 =at =əf =at =əf =at =af/=at =at =af / =at 
 3 — =an =ay =əf — =an =i  =af* / =an 
  *Obligatorily omitted when 

an overt subject is present.
*Obligatorily with the oblique subject 
construction.

    
  c. Shughni7 d. Oroshori  
  Intransitive  Transitive

SG PL
 

  SG PL SG PL  
 1 =um =ām =um =ām =um =an  
 2 =(a)t =et =(a)t =et =at =af  
 3 — =en =i =en — =af  
 

(4) Shughni  
 a. Wuz=um  xuš. d. Māš=ām xuš.
  I=1SG happy we=1PL happy
  "I am happy." "We are happy."
 b. Tu=t  xuš. e. Tam=et xuš.
  you=2SG happy you=2PL happy
  "You (sg.) are happy." "You (pl.) are happy."
 c. Yu / Yā xuš. f. Wāδ=en xuš.
  he / she happy they=3PL happy
  "He / she is happy." "They are happy."

 
In Yazgulyam, the third-person past-tense clitics for transitive verbs are different from 
those for intransitive verbs; this kind of valence sensitivity is that of SPECIAL ERGATIVE 
AGREEMENT. Moreover, past-tense clitics used with transitive verbs are obligatorily omitted 
in the presence of overt subjects; this kind of valence sensitivity is that of CLITIC 
COMPLEMENTARITY WITH OVERT TRANSITIVE SUBJECTS. 
 
In Yazgulyam, overt subjects of transitive verbs are invariably oblique in the past tense 
(PAYNE 1980:175); this is another vestige of ergativity. In Bartangi, transitive sentences in 
the past tense allow both a nominative+oblique pattern and a double-oblique pattern; the 
past-tense auxiliary clitic -af is the obligatory expression of third-person plural subject 
agreement in the double-oblique construction (besides being admissible in the 
nominative+oblique construction). This kind of valence sensitivity is that of COVARIATION 
OF AGREEMENT MARKING WITH SUBJECT CASE. 
 
Shughni verb inflection exhibits less vestigial ergativity than either Yazgulyam or Bartangi: 
it does not exhibit clitic complementarity with transitive subjects nor does it possess a 
double-oblique pattern of case marking. It does exhibit special ergative agreement, but only 
in the third-person singular. The Oroshori system of verb inflection has lost even this 
                                                                                                                                                                                            
6 /d/ for stem final voiced obstruents and vowels, and /t/ elsewhere. This applies to all four languages. 
7 Note that there is postvocalic elision of the suffixal vowel in the second-person singular example in (4b). 
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vestige of ergativity.8 
 
3. A formal analysis of valence sensitivity in four Pamir languages 
 
In the formal morphological analysis that we propose for the Pamir languages, we assume 
that each cell in the inflectional paradigm of a lexeme L is the pairing 〈X, R〉 of L's stem X 
with an attribute-value matrix R having the structure in (5).  
 
(5) A paradigmatic cell's attribute-value matrix: 
   MPS σ  where MPS  = morphosyntactic property set 
  LXM L   LXM = lexeme  
  CAT Y   CAT = syntactic category 
  VAL 〈Z〉   VAL = valence, a list of arguments 
 
The phonological realization of the cells in a lexeme's paradigm is effected by realization 
rules of two sorts: rules of exponence and rules of referral. These two sorts of rules have the 
format in (6).  
 
(6) a. Rule of exponence: The cell 〈X, R〉 is realized as X′. Abbreviation: 〈X, R〉 ⇒ X′ 
 b. Rule of referral: The cell 〈X, R〉 has the same realization as the cell 〈Y, R′〉. 
 
Ordinarily, a lexeme's valence specification remains constant across all of the cells in its 
paradigm. BONAMI / SAMVELIAN (2008, 2009), however, have proposed an approach to 
Persian verbal periphrasis in which the valence specification of a verbal lexeme's 
periphrastic forms differs systematically from that of its synthetic forms; in particular, they 
propose that if a verbal lexeme L has a periphrastic realization consisting of a finite 
auxiliary X plus a nonfinite form Y of L, then the cell corresponding to that periphrase is 
occupied by the pairing of X's stem with an attribute-value matrix whose VAL specification 
includes Y. We assume this same approach for the Pamir languages under analysis here, so 
that, for example, the Shughni verbal lexeme WINTOW "to see" in (1b,d) has the partial 
paradigm in (7): the cells realized by WINTOW's synthetic, present-tense forms (those in (7a-
f)) are pairings of WINTOW's stem win- (or 3sg wīn) with an attribute-value matrix that 
includes a specification for transitive valence (VAL 〈NP, NP〉). By contrast, WINTOW's 
periphrastic, past-tense forms correspond to the cells in (7g-l), which are pairings of the 
phonologically empty auxiliary verb stem ∅  with an attribute-value matrix whose valence 
specification includes WINTOW's past participle (VAL 〈wīnt, NP, NP〉).  
 
The phonological realizations of these twelve cells are as in (8): those of cells (7a-f) are 
synthetic forms of WINTOW, while those of cells (7g-l) are forms of the past-tense auxiliary 
destined for combination with WINTOW's past participle. This difference between the 
present-tense cells and the past-tense cells in a verbal lexeme's paradigm is common to all 
of the Pamir languages. We propose that this difference is effected by a property co-
occurrence restriction and rule of referral which are shared by all of the Pamir languages. 
 
                                                                          
8 HIPPISLEY / STUMP (2010) demonstrate that although the Pamir languages have all nearly completed the shift 
from partial ergativity to full accusativity, the paths which this shift has taken vary from language to language. 
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(7) Cells in the paradigm of the Shughni verb WINTOW "to see" 
    Present-tense cells Past-tense cells  
 

a. 〈win,   

MPS 
LXM 
CAT 
VAL 

{1sg pres} 
WINTOW 
V[–aux] 
〈NP, NP〉 

〉 g. 〈∅ , 

MPS
LXM
CAT 
VAL

{1sg past}
WINTOW 
V[+aux] 
〈wīnt, NP, NP〉

〉 

       
 

b. 〈win,  

MPS 
LXM 
CAT 
VAL 

{2sg pres} 
WINTOW 
V[–aux] 
〈NP, NP〉 

〉 h. 〈∅ ,

MPS
LXM
CAT 
VAL

{2sg past}
WINTOW 
V[+aux] 
〈wīnt, NP, NP〉

〉 

       
 

c. 〈wīn,  

MPS 
LXM 
CAT 
VAL 

{3sg pres} 
WINTOW 
V[–aux] 
〈NP, NP〉 

〉 i. 〈∅ ,

MPS
LXM
CAT 
VAL

{3sg past}
WINTOW 
V[+aux] 
〈wīnt, NP, NP〉

〉 

       
 

d. 〈win,  

MPS 
LXM 
CAT 
VAL 

{1pl pres} 
WINTOW 
V[–aux] 
〈NP, NP〉 

〉 j. 〈∅ ,

MPS
LXM
CAT 
VAL

{1pl past}
WINTOW 
V[+aux] 
〈wīnt, NP, NP〉

〉 

       
 

e. 〈win,  

MPS 
LXM 
CAT 
VAL 

{2pl pres} 
WINTOW 
V[–aux] 
〈NP, NP〉 

〉 k. 〈∅ ,

MPS
LXM
CAT 
VAL

{2pl past}
WINTOW 
V[+aux] 
〈wīnt, NP, NP〉

〉 

       
 

f. 〈win,  

MPS 
LXM 
CAT 
VAL 

{3pl pres} 
WINTOW 
V[–aux] 
〈NP, NP〉 

〉 l. 〈∅ ,

MPS
LXM
CAT 
VAL

{3pl past}
WINTOW 
V[+aux] 
〈wīnt, NP, NP〉

〉 

 
(8) Realizations of the cells in (7)
 a. win-um  g. =um 
 b. win-i  h. =at 
 c. wīn-t  i. =i 
 d. win-ām  j. =ām 
 e. win-et  k. =et 
 f. win-en  l. =en 
 
A language's property cooccurrence restrictions define the matrix of cells constituting each 
lexeme's paradigm. We propose that the Pamir languages share the property cooccurrence 
restriction in (9), which guarantees that the incidence of present-tense cells such as (7a-f) in a 
verbal paradigm will systematically correspond with the incidence of past-tense cells such as 
(7g-l). In (9), the notation "σ:{pres}" represents a morphosyntactic property set σ of which 
{pres} is a subset; the notation σ/{past} represents a well-formed morphosyntactic property 
set that is like σ except insofar as its tense specification is "past"; and the notation "〈a b〉 ⊕  
〈c d〉" represents the sequence 〈a b c d〉. 
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(9) A property cooccurrence restriction shared by the Pamir languages  

 For each cell 〈X,  

MPS 
LXM 
CAT 
VAL 

σ:{pres}
L 
V[–aux] 
〈Z〉 

〉  in the paradigm of a lexeme L, 

         

 

there is a corresponding cell 〈∅ , 

MPS
LXM
CAT

σ/{past}
L 
V[+aux]

    

 〉. 

 VAL 〈Z〉 ⊕  〈 

MPS
LXM
CAT 
VAL

σ/{past pple} 
L 
V[–aux] 
〈Z〉

 〉 

 
We further propose that in each of the Pamir languages, the realization of the past-tense 
cells induced by (9) is effected by means of the rule of referral in (10). This rule relates the 
inflection of the past-tense agreement auxiliary (whose stem is phonologically empty) to 
the present-tense inflection of the copula (whose stem is likewise phonologically empty). 
 
(10) A rule of referral shared by the Pamir languages  

 The cell 〈∅ ,

MPS 
LXM 
CAT 
VAL 

σ:{past}
L 
V[+aux]
〈Y〉 

〉 has the same realization as

     

 the cell 〈∅ ,

MPS 
LXM 
CAT 
VAL 

σ/{pres}
copula 
V[+aux]
〈Z〉 

〉.  

 
Under this assumption, the differences among Yazgulyam, Bartangi, Shughni, and Oroshori 
are entirely confined to their specific rules of exponence. Consider each of these languages 
in turn. 
 
3.1 Oroshori 
 
Oroshori has the simplest verb morphology of our four representative languages. All verbs 
(including the copula and all nonauxiliary verbs) have synthetic present-tense forms 
expressing person/number agreement; all verbs have periphrastic past-tense forms in which 
person/number agreement is expressed by a clitic form identical to the corresponding 
present-tense form of the copula. The grammatical distinctions that underlie subject-
agreement inflection in Oroshori are schematized in Figure 1; this subject-agreement 
inflection is realized by the rules of exponence in (11). 
 
Rules (11a,d,f) apply both to the copula and to nonauxiliary verbs; rules (11b,g) apply only 
to the copula; and rules (11c,e) apply only to nonauxiliary verbs. No rule is sensitive to the 
valence specification of the cell that it realizes. Every form of the past-tense agreement 
auxiliary is deduced from the corresponding form of the copula by the rule of referral in 
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(10). The 2sg present and 3sg past are exponentless. (See (2d), (3d).) All exponentless cases 
are assumed to be handled by the Identity Function Default (STUMP 2001:53), which states 
that the least narrow rule returns the stem only, by default: X for [CAT V[–aux] ] and ∅  for 
[CAT V[+aux] ].  
 
Figure 1. Grammatical distinctions underlying subject-agreement inflection in Oroshori  

 
 
(11) Oroshori rules of exponence 

 a. 〈X,  
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{1 sg} 
L 
V 

 〉 ⇒ Xum. d. 〈X,
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{pl}
L 
V

〉 ⇒ Xan. 

         

 b. 〈∅ ,  
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{2 sg} 
copula 
V[+aux] 

 〉 ⇒ =at. e. 〈X,
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{2 pl}
L 
V[–aux]

〉 ⇒ Xat. 

         

 c. 〈X,  
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{3 sg} 
L 
V[–aux] 

 〉 ⇒ Xt. f. 〈X,
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{2 pl}
L 
V

〉 ⇒ Xaf. 

         

         g. 〈∅ ,
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{3 pl }
copula 
V[+aux]

〉 ⇒ =af. 

 
3.2 Shughni 
 
Shughni introduces one type of valence sensitivity: special ergative agreement in the third-
person singular of transitive verbs in the past tense. Thus, the grammatical distinctions 
underlying subject-agreement inflection in Shughni are schematized in Figure 2, and this 
inflection is realized by the Shughni rules of exponence in (12). 
 
Rules (12a,f,g,h) apply both to the copula and to nonauxiliary verbs; rule (12c) applies only 
to the copula; and rules (12b,d) apply only to nonauxiliary verbs. Rule (12e) is special: it 
overrides the rules of referral in (10), applying to the phonologically empty stem of the 
past-tense auxiliary to express third-person singular subject agreement in the realization of 
transitive verbs; thus, unlike all other forms of the past-tense auxiliary in Shughni, the 
realization of the cell in (12e) is not syncretized with a corresponding present-tense form of 
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the copula. Because of (12e), transitive verbs exhibit a third-person singular agreement 
auxiliary in the past tense even though intransitive verbs do not; the examples in (13) 
illustrate. 
 
Figure 2. Grammatical distinctions underlying subject-agreement inflection in Shughni  

 
 
(12) Shughni rules of exponence 

 a. 〈X,  
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{1 sg} 
L 
V 

 〉 ⇒ Xum. f. 〈X,
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{1 pl}
L 
V

〉 ⇒ Xām. 

         

 b. 〈X,  
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{2 sg} 
L 
V[–aux] 

 〉 ⇒ Xi. g. 〈X,
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{2 pl}
L 
V

〉 ⇒ Xet. 

         

 c. 〈∅ ,  
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{2 sg} 
copula 
V[+aux] 

 〉 ⇒ =at. h. 〈X,
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{3 pl }
L 
V

〉 ⇒ Xen. 

         

 d. 〈X,  
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{3 sg} 
L 
V[–aux] 

 〉 ⇒ Xt.       

         

 e. 〈∅ ,  

MPS
LXM
CAT 
VAL

σ:{3 sg} 
L 
V[+aux] 
〈NP, NP...〉 

 〉 ⇒ =i.       

 
(13) Shughni 
 a.  Past-tense intransitive: b. Past-tense transitive:9

  Yā nos-t. Yā=yi kud wīn-t.
  she sit.down.FEM-PAST.PPLE she=3SG dog see-PAST.PPLE 
  "She sat down." "She saw a dog."

                                                                          
9 Note that a rule of sandhi inserts y to break up vowel hiatus before the subject-agreement clitic. 
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3.3 Bartangi 
 
Bartangi past-tense verb inflection exhibits two types of sensitivity to valence: like 
Shughni, it exhibits special ergative agreement (and not merely in the third-person singular, 
but in the third-person plural as well); in addition, in the third-person plural inflection of 
transitive verbs, it exhibits covariation of agreement marking with subject case (which may 
be nominative or oblique). (See (2b), (3b).) Thus, the grammatical distinctions underlying 
subject-agreement inflection in Bartangi are schematized in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3. Grammatical distinctions underlying subject-agreement inflection in Bartangi 

 
 
This inflection is realized by the Bartangi rules of exponence in (14). Rules (14a,c,f,g,h) 
apply both to the copula and to nonauxiliary verbs, and rules (14b,d) apply only to 
nonauxiliary verbs. Rules (14e,i) are special: they override (10), applying to the past-tense 
auxiliary to express third-person agreement in the realization of transitive verbs; thus, 
unlike all other forms of the past-tense auxiliary in Bartangi, the realizations introduced by 
(14e,i) are not syncretized with corresponding forms of the copula (whose third-person 
inflection is not effected by (14e,i) because its VAL specification is not transitive). In 
addition, the nominative case required of the first member of the VAL list associated with 
the third-person plural rule (14h) guarantees that the clitic introduced by rule (14i) is the 
only possible expression of third-person plural subject agreement in the double-oblique 
construction even though either (14h) or (14i) may realize subject agreement in the 
nominative+oblique construction; the examples in (15) illustrate. 
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(14) Bartangi rules of exponence 

 a. 〈X,  
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{1 sg} 
L 
V 

 〉 ⇒ Xum. f. 〈X,
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{1 pl}
L 
V

 〉 ⇒ Xan. 

           

 b. 〈X,  
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{2 sg} 
L 
V[–aux] 

 〉 ⇒ Xi or X. g. 〈X,
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{2 pl}
L 
V

 〉 ⇒ Xaf. 

           

 c. 〈X,  
MPS 
LXM
CAT

σ:{2} 
L 
V 

 〉 ⇒ Xat. h. 〈X,

MPS
LXM
CAT 
VAL

σ:{3 pl }
L 
V 
〈NP:nom...〉 

 〉 ⇒ Xan. 

           

 d. 〈X,  
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{3 sg} 
L 
V[–aux] 

 〉 ⇒ Xt. i. 〈∅ ,
MPS 
LXM
CAT 
VAL

σ:{3 pl} 
L 
V[+aux] 
〈NP, NP...〉 

 〉 ⇒ =af. 

        

 e. 〈∅ ,  

MPS
LXM
CAT 
VAL

σ:{3 sg} 
L 
V[+aux] 
〈NP, NP...〉 

 〉 ⇒ =i.        

 
(15) Bartangi (PAYNE 1980:166)
 a. Uf=af  
  they.OBL=AUX.3PL  
 b. *Uf=an  
  they.OBL=AUX.3PL  
 c. Wāδ=an ik-dif ǰinaw kitob xu-ri  
  they.NOM=AUX.3PL these-same as book REFL-for  
 d. Wāδ=af zoč vud 
  they.NOM=AUX.3PL buy.PERF.PPLE be.PAST.PPLE 
  "They had bought themselves the same kind of books."
 
3.4 Yazgulyam 
 
Yazgulyam past-tense verb inflection exhibits two types of sensitivity to valence: like 
Shughni and Bartangi, it exhibits special ergative agreement (in both the singular and the 
plural of the third person, as in Bartangi); in addition, it exhibits clitic complementarity 
with overt transitive subjects. Thus, the grammatical distinctions underlying subject-
agreement inflection in Yazgulyam are schematized in Figure 4, and this inflection is 
realized by the rules of exponence in (16). 
 
Rule (16l) applies both to the copula and to nonauxiliary verbs, rules (16b,d,i,k) apply only 
to the copula, and rules (16a,c,e,h,j) only to nonauxiliary verbs. Rules (16f,g,m) are special: 
they determine the expression of the past-tense auxiliary in the realization of transitive 
verbs. Because (16f,m) override the rule of referral in (10), the realizations they introduce 
for the past-tense auxiliary are not syncretized with corresponding forms of the copula.  
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Figure 4. Grammatical distinctions underlying subject-agreement inflection in Yazgulyam 

 
 
(16) Yazgulyam rules of exponence 

 a. 〈X,  
MPS 
LXM 
CAT 

σ:{1 sg} 
L 
V[–aux] 

 〉 ⇒ Xin. h. 〈X,
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{1 pl}
L 
V[–aux]

〉 ⇒ Xəm. 

        

 b. 〈∅ ,  
MPS 
LXM 
CAT 

σ:{1 sg} 
copula 
V[+aux] 

 〉 ⇒ =əm. i. 〈∅ ,
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{1 pl}
copula 
V[+aux]

〉 ⇒ =an. 

        

 c. 〈X,  
MPS 
LXM 
CAT 

σ:{2 sg} 
L 
V[–aux] 

 〉 ⇒ Xay. j. 〈X,
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{2 pl }
L 
V[–aux]

〉 ⇒ Xit. 

        

 d. 〈∅ ,  
MPS 
LXM 
CAT 

σ:{2 sg} 
copula 
V[+aux] 

 〉 ⇒ =at. k. 〈∅ ,
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{2 pl}
copula 
V[+aux]

〉 ⇒ =əf. 

        

 e. 〈X,  
MPS 
LXM 
CAT 

σ:{3 sg} 
L 
V[–aux] 

 〉 ⇒ Xt. l. 〈X,
MPS
LXM
CAT

σ:{3 pl }
L 
V

〉 ⇒ Xan. 

        

 f. 〈∅ ,  

MPS 
LXM 
CAT 
VAL 

σ:{3 sg} 
L 
V[+aux] 
〈[pro], NP...〉 

 〉 ⇒ =ay. m. 〈∅ ,

MPS
LXM
CAT
VAL

σ:{3 pl}
L 
V[+aux] 
〈[pro], NP...〉

〉 ⇒ =əf. 

        

 g. 〈∅ ,  

MPS 
LXM 
CAT 
VAL 

{PER:α, NUM:β} 
L 
V[+aux] 
〈NP1[-pro], NP2...〉

〉 is unrealized. 
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The rule of defectiveness in (16g) overrides (16f,m) as well as (10), guaranteeing that the 
past-tense auxiliary will be realized only in the presence of an empty subject (= [pro], under 
our assumptions)10; the examples in (17) illustrate.  
 

(17) Yazgulyam (PAYNE 1980:176)
 a. Ž-mon=ay [pro] wint.
  ACC-I=AUX.3SG 3SG see.PAST.PPLE
  "He saw me." 
 b. Way (*=ay) ž-mon wint.
  he (*= AUX.3SG) ACC-I see.PAST.PPLE
  "He saw me." 

 
4. Conclusion 
 
We have shown that the Pamir languages (here represented by Oroshori, Shughni, Bartangi 
and Yazgulyam) are alike in possessing a past-tense auxiliary clitic expressing subject 
agreement. The precise properties of this clitic do, however, vary from language to 
language; the dimensions of this variation relate to the kinds of valence sensitivity that this 
auxiliary exhibits. In all of the Pamir languages, the forms of the past-tense agreement clitic 
are ordinarily syncretic with the present-tense forms of the copula, but (i) in Shughni, 
Bartangi and Yazgulyam, this clitic exhibits special ergative agreement in the inflection of 
transitive verbs, (ii) in Bartangi, its form covaries with the case (nominative or oblique) of 
the subject of a transitive verb, and (iii) in Yazgulyam, its presence in the inflection of a 
transitive verb is contingent on the presence of an empty subject.  
 
We have proposed an explicit formal account of the morphology of the past-tense auxiliary. 
In our analysis, the differences among Oroshori, Shughni, Bartangi and Yazgulyam are 
confined to one domain of their morphological architecture. They are alike in sharing both a 
property cooccurrence restriction defining the structure of their verbal paradigms (= (9)) 
and a rule of referral defining the default syncretism of the forms of the past-tense auxiliary 
with the copula's present-tense forms (= (10)). Their differences reside in the inventories of 
rules of exponence defining the phonological realization of the past-tense auxiliary. 
 
 
 
Abbreviations 
1 
2 
3 
ACC 
AUX 
CAT 
FEM 

first person 
second person 
third person 
accusative 
auxiliary 
syntactic category 
feminine 

LXM 
MPS 
NOM 
NUM 
OBL 
PER 
PERF 

lexeme 
morphosyntactic property set 
nominative 
number 
oblique 
person 
perfect 

PL 
PPLE 
PRES 
REFL 
SG 
VAL 

plural 
participle 
present 
reflexive 
singular 
valence 

 
 

                                                                          
10 See SIMS 2011 for discussion of similar instances of stipulated defectiveness in other languages.  
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